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Stomatal movements depend on the transport and metabolism of osmotic solutes that drive reversible changes in guard cell
volume and turgor. These processes are deﬁned by a deep knowledge of the identities of the key transporters and of their
biophysical and regulatory properties, and have been modeled successfully with quantitative kinetic detail at the cellular level.
Transpiration of the leaf and canopy, by contrast, is described by quasilinear, empirical relations for the inputs of atmospheric
humidity, CO2, and light, but without connection to guard cell mechanics. Until now, no framework has been available to
bridge this gap and provide an understanding of their connections. Here, we introduce OnGuard2, a quantitative systems
platform that utilizes the molecular mechanics of ion transport, metabolism, and signaling of the guard cell to deﬁne the water
relations and transpiration of the leaf. We show that OnGuard2 faithfully reproduces the kinetics of stomatal conductance in
Arabidopsis thaliana and its dependence on vapor pressure difference (VPD) and on water feed to the leaf. OnGuard2 also
predicted with VPD unexpected alterations in K+ channel activities and changes in stomatal conductance of the slac1 Cl2
channel and ost2 H+-ATPase mutants, which we veriﬁed experimentally. OnGuard2 thus bridges the micro-macro divide,
offering a powerful tool with which to explore the links between guard cell homeostasis, stomatal dynamics, and foliar
transpiration.
INTRODUCTION
Stomata provide the main pathway for CO2 entry for photosyn-
thesis and for transpirational water loss across the leaf epidermis.
Pairs of guard cells surround each stoma, regulating the aperture
to balance the often conﬂicting demands for CO2 and for water
conservation. Guard cells open and close the pore, driven by
osmotic solute uptake and loss, notably of K+ and Cl2, and by the
synthesis and metabolism of organic solutes, especially sucrose
(Suc) andmalate (Mal) (Willmer and Fricker, 1996; Kim et al., 2010;
Roelfsema andHedrich, 2010; Lawson andBlatt, 2014; Jezek and
Blatt, 2017).Anumberofwell-deﬁnedsignals, including light,CO2,
and the water stress hormone abscisic acid (ABA), modulate
transport and solute accumulation to alter cell volume, turgor, and
stomatal aperture.Much research at the cellular level has focusedon
these inputs and their connection to stomatalmovements, especially
stomatal closing. Studies have highlighted both Ca2+-independent
andCa2+-dependentsignaling, includingelevated freecytosolicCa2+
concentration ([Ca2+]i), cytosolic pH (pHi), protein kinases, and
phosphatases, that inactivate inward-rectifying K+ channels and
activateCl2channels andoutward-rectifyingK+ channels to bias the
membrane for solute loss (Blatt et al., 1990; Lemtiri-Chlieh and
MacRobbie, 1994;GrabovandBlatt, 1998, 1999;Marten et al., 2007;
Assmann and Jegla, 2016; Jezek and Blatt, 2017).
At the tissue and whole-plant levels, by contrast, attention has
been drawn to inputs closely tied to photosynthesis, including
transpirational water loss (E) driven by the vapor pressure dif-
ference (VPD)between the atmosphere and the intercellular space
of the leaf. Stomata respond to a drop in atmospheric humidity
with a reduction in aperture (Lange et al., 1971; Buckley andMott,
2002; Shope et al., 2008). This aperture change helps preserve
water, albeit often at the expense of reduced carbon ﬁxation
(Lawson and Blatt, 2014). The immediate effect of reducing at-
mospheric humidity—that is, raising the VPD—is to increase the
rate of transpiration driven by the difference in the vapor pressure
of water between the inside and outside the leaf (Dw =wleaf –wair).
The internal partial vapor pressure of water is almost always in-
ferred and assumed to remain close to saturation, wsat (Willmer
and Fricker, 1996; Farquhar et al., 2001). For these reasons,
stomatal conductance (gs=E/Dw) is often plotted against external
relative humidity (RH = wair/wsat).
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Despite the extensive body of phenomenological data, an
understanding of the mechanism connecting stomatal transpi-
ration with guard cell membrane transport is lacking. There is
a clear need for a mechanistic framework that bridges the micro-
macro gap between the guard cell and whole-plant transpiration.
Here, we introduce such a framework, building on the original
OnGuard platform that encompasses guard cell transport, sig-
naling, and homeostasis and successfully models guard cells
across species, including those of Arabidopsis thaliana (Chen
et al., 2012; Hills et al., 2012;Wang et al., 2012). We show that this
next-generation platform, OnGuard2, faithfully reproduces sto-
matal dependenceonVPDandpredicts emergent characteristics,
including elevations in [Ca2+]i, unexpected alterations in the K
+
channel activities, and altered VPD responses in the slac1 Cl2
channel andost2H+-ATPasemutants of Arabidopsis.We validate
each of these predictions experimentally. The ﬁndings demon-
strate that OnGuard2 provides a reliable representation of the
mechanistic link between guard cell membrane transport and
foliar transpiration.
RESULTS
Rationale for the Modeling Approach
The majority of mechanisms that have been proposed for the
stomatal response to VPDassume that the response is caused by
a change in foliar water potential or a parameter related to the rate
of water vapor diffusion from the leaf. Although transpiration is
affected by external wair (Dw = wleaf – wair, often expressed as the
corresponding difference in themole fractions ofwater vapor), the
vapor pressure of water in the leaf also depends on leaf tem-
perature, Tleaf, which alters the equilibrium between the liquid and
vapor phases of water. Leaf temperature affects other processes,
however, notably photosynthesis and metabolism in the meso-
phyll (SmithandDukes, 2013) andguardcells (Willmer andFricker,
1996). Not surprisingly, most studies of foliar transpiration and
stomatal response to VPD have employed changes in wair at
constant or near-constant Tleaf. In the natural environment,
changes in temperature most often arise with solar radiation, the
associated heat driving evaporation within the leaf which effec-
tively absorbs the thermal load and facilitates transpiration to
the surrounding air (Pieruschka et al., 2010). Thus, it is to be
expected that, at a given air temperature, Tleaf will stabilize with
near-constant irradiation, provided that water supply to the leaf is
not limiting. As a ﬁrst approximation, therefore, Tleaf is commonly
assumed to be constant.
Beyond the drivers for evapotranspiration, most mechanistic
models that have been proposed start from the premise either (1)
that the guard cells respond to a chemical signal produced by
evaporatingsite(s)distant fromtheguardcell (Buckleyetal., 2003),
or (2) that the guard cells are supplied by liquid ﬂow through the
epidermis and evaporation occurs directly from the guard cells
(Farquhar, 1978; Maier-Maercker, 1983; Dewar, 1995; Buckley,
2005). The difﬁculty with the ﬁrst model is that no obvious signal
has been identiﬁed, beyond water in the vapor phase itself, that
canaccount for keyaspectsof stomatal behavior, for example, the
differential response of amphistomatous leaves to different VPDs
on either sideof the same leaf (Mott, 2007). The secondmodel posits
evaporation from the guard cells directly, leading to their water loss
andstomatalclosure.However,agrowingbodyofevidenceindicates
that the bulk of the evaporationwithin the leaf occurs well away from
the guard cells, dominated instead by evaporation from the vascular
tissue,nearbymesophyll andpavementcells (Pieruschkaetal., 2010;
Rockwell et al., 2014; Buckley et al., 2017). These studies imply that
water in the guard cell is maintained primarily by equilibration with
water in the vapor phase within the adjacent substomatal cavity and
the stomatal pore rather than by liquid ﬂow through the cell wall and
neighboring cells.
Regardless of their starting premise, virtually all models for tran-
spiration to date have considered stomata to operate entirely on the
basis of passive water ﬂux driven by evaporation and diffusion
without reference to solute transport in the guard cells and its con-
sequences for osmoticwaterﬂux, turgor, andstomatal aperture.One
exception is the hydromechanical model of Buckley, et al. (2003),
which proposed a simple hyperbolic relation between the ATP
concentration of the guard cells and their osmotic content. Even this
model failed to incorporate guard cell solute transport explicitly,
however, so obviating the intrinsic regulatory processes that are
known to determine much of stomatal function (Jezek and Blatt,
2017). Furthermore, all mechanistic models to date have sought
analytic solutions for endpoint or stationary states only. They
therefore fail to address the wealth of information available relating
to the temporal kinetics for stomatal movements and transpiration.
By contrast with analytical approaches, numerical computation
allows ﬂexibility in experimentally guided model design, and it is
amenable to representing the temporal kinetics of interacting pro-
cesses (Lew and Bookchin, 1986; Mauritz et al., 2009). It avoids
solutions that may appear to provide simpliﬁed or explicit equations
for a process but that sterilize the predictive power of model im-
plementation.Wepreviously used iterative numerical computation in
developing the OnGuard platform to model membrane transport,
signaling,andhomeostasis inguardcells (Chenetal.,2012;Hillsetal.,
2012). OnGuard uses small increments in time to introduce devia-
tions away from the previous steady state, calculating and logging
the dynamic adjustments of ion ﬂux, compartmental composition,
membranevoltage,andguardcellvolumethat resultwitheachstep in
time. It uses the sets of constants, nonlinear differential equations,
andparameterscontainedwithin themodel tocalculate ionﬂux,while
obeying the fundamental physical constraints of mass and charge
conservation. It generatesanewtotal solutecontent for theguardcell
at the end of each time interval, using this value to calculate the new
total and compartmental cell volumes and ion concentrations, the
guard cell turgor, and stomatal aperture. Thus, like other computa-
tionalapproaches (Lewetal., 1979;LewandBookchin,1986;Mauritz
etal.,2009),OnGuarddoesnot transitbetweentwopredeﬁnedstates
but, instead, begins from a starting, or reference, state (Chen et al.,
2012;Hillsetal.,2012), fromwhichanewstateevolvesovereachtime
increment.
Models resolved with this platform successfully recapitulated a
wide range of known stomatal behaviors, including transport, di-
urnal changes in aperture, their dependencies on extracellular pH,
KCl,andCaCl2concentrations (Chenetal., 2012),andoscillations in
[Ca2+]i andmembrane voltage thought to facilitate stomatal closure
(Blatt, 2000;McAinshandPittman,2009;Minguet-Parramonaetal.,
2016). OnGuard models demonstrated true predictive power, for
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example, in resolving the mechanisms behind the counterintuitive
alterations inK+ channel activity uncovered in the slac1Cl2channel
mutant of Arabidopsis, which we subsequently validated experi-
mentally (Wang et al., 2012). Finally, OnGuard models provided
amechanistic understanding of [Ca2+]i oscillation frequency and its
relation to solute ﬂux during stomatal closure (Minguet-Parramona
et al., 2016).
OnGuard incorporates all the fundamental properties of the
transporters at the plasma membrane and tonoplast that determine
the osmotic relations of the guard cell, the salient features ofSuc and
Mal metabolism, and the essential H+ and Ca2+ buffering charac-
teristics that have been described in the literature (Hills et al., 2012;
Jezek and Blatt, 2017). The OnGuard platform accommodates
spectrally discrete irradiation, and it utilizes photosynthesis to en-
ergizemembrane transport andSucandMalmetabolism (Chenetal.,
2012; Vialet-Chabrand et al., 2017). Within OnGuard, two key as-
sumptions only are relevant to modeling evapotranspiration (we di-
rect the reader to the detailed descriptions of Hills et al. [2012] and
Chen et al. [2012]). These assumptions are that the water per-
meabilitiesof theplasmamembraneand tonoplast arehigh, sowater
ﬂux normally equilibrates rapidly with respect to ion transport, and
that the apoplast of the cell wall space surrounding the guard cells
provides a near-inﬁnite reservoir for solutes uninﬂuenced bymaterial
entering or emanating from the guard cell. The ﬁrst assumption is
founded on reliable data (Hill and Findlay, 1981; Willmer and Fricker,
1996; Maurel, 1997; Chaumont and Tyerman, 2014; Maurel et al.,
2015); it allows guard cell volume and turgor to be resolved from the
Van’t Hoff relation with stomatal aperture from empirical relations of
steady state experimental measurements (Hills et al., 2012). The
second assumption greatly simpliﬁes a treatment of ion transport
across the plasma membrane, leaving the external ion composition
and the associated osmotic potential, Ciso, to be deﬁned by the user.
Although the platform does not account explicitly for ion exchange
with the surrounding pavement cells, the latter assumption is con-
sistent with the presumed role of the pavement cells in buffering
apoplastic solutes transportedby theguard cells andwith the known
andsubstantial cationbuffer capacity of the cell wallmatrix (Bowling,
1987;BushandMcColl, 1987;Marschner, 1995;Willmer andFricker,
1996; Buckley et al., 2003).
These assumptions offer a starting point from which to accom-
modate stomatal responses to VPD, allowing us to develop the next-
generationOnGuard2platform fromthecoreof knowledgesubsumed
within the original software. To bridge the gap from the microscopic
physiology of solute transport in the guard cell to the macroscopic
relationsof foliarandwhole-plantwaterﬂux, therefore, threekey issues
only needbe addressed, namely, formalisms (1) that couple the guard
cell to transpiration, (2) thataccount forwaterdelivery tothe leaf,and(3)
that address water ﬂux across the guard cell membrane. Below we
summarize the reasoning and solutions behind each in turn. All the
novel model developments are detailed in the Appendix at the end of
this article together with Appendix Table 1 that summarizes the
abbreviations for the various parameters and constants.
Connecting the Vapor Phase with Guard Cell Water
Toaccommodate evidenceof evaporationaway from theguardcells
(Pieruschkaetal.,2010;Rockwelletal.,2014;Buckleyetal.,2017),we
assume thatwater in theguardcell ismaintainedbyequilibrationwith
water in the vapor phase within the adjacent substomatal cavity and
the stomatal pore. No system undergoing steady state ﬂux can be
fully at equilibrium, but it is an adequate approximation for evapo-
ration, water vapor diffusion, and exchange inside a leaf. Like Peak
and Mott (2011), we assume a constant leaf temperature, Tleaf, but
provide both Tleaf and the air temperature, Tair, as parameters for run-
timemanipulation by the user, and we deﬁne a site, p, internal to the
leaf and near the stomatal pore, with which guard cell water equili-
brates (Figure 1). The advantage of this description is that it couples
guard cell response to VPD through the vapor pressure ofwater atp,
wp.Westress that thepsiteconceptdoesnot implyasingle, physical
site with which guard cell water exchanges but represents a hypo-
theticalpositionataconstant fractionof theresistanceforwatervapor
diffusion to the outside (Peak andMott, 2011). It implies a gradient in
the vapor pressure of water between the sites of evaporation within
the leaf and the outside, with the gradient extending through the
stomatal pore and into the substomatal cavity. In other words, p
deﬁnes a position along a standing gradient in water vapor that
extends into the leaf air space.
In situ, much of the free (unoccluded) guard cell surface is
exposed to theairwithinand immediatelyadjacent to theporearea
between the guard cells. It follows that vapor exchange with the
water in theguardcellwill be subject to this gradient.Weplacep to
the insideof thestomatal poreand interpret it to reﬂect theaverage
of this vapor pressure gradient over the guard cell with which it
exchanges. Similarly, we deﬁne this exchange to take place with
the potential of liquid water averaged over the guard cell surface.
Beyond exchange with the guard cell, the p concept does not
specify the tissues fromwhich the bulk of evaporation occurs and
accommodates evaporation from the mesophyll as well as from
the inner surface of the epidermis (Buckley et al., 2017). Since the
conductivity for liquid water to the stomatal pore will be much
lower than that for water vapor within the leaf air space, cells at
different points in the leaf along the transpiration path will ex-
changewithdifferent partial pressuresofwater in thevaporphase.
It is important to note that Peak and Mott (2011) deﬁne the vapor
phase equilibration of guard cell waterwithout reference to the guard
cellwall or its osmotic content. Thus, their original formulationcannot
accommodate membrane transport between the apoplast and cy-
tosol or water ﬂux across the plasma membrane. Clearly, vapor
exchangewith liquidwater of the guard cellmust ﬁrst occur between
water in the guard cell wall and the air in the stomatal pore and
substomatal cavity. We identify the external wall space as a com-
partmentwith a ﬁnite osmotic load, consistentwith the vast literature
of the past half-century on cell walls and the ionic relations of plant
cells (comparedwith Findlay andHope [1976], Taiz [1984], Bush and
McColl [1987], Grignon and Sentenac [1991], Sanders et al. [2002],
Holdaway-Clarke and Hepler [2003], and Jezek and Blatt [2017]).
Thus, OnGuard2 incorporates the vapor phase at point p and its
thermalequilibriumwith the liquidphasewater surrounding theguard
cell so that the volume of the guard cell
VT ¼ QT=ðP=RTþ CisoÞ where
Ciso ¼ Coiso þ 1=vL$ln

wsat

wp

:
ð1a;bÞ
Hills et al. (2012) used Equation 1a in OnGuard, without reference
to vapor phase equilibration, to describe the pressure-volume
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relations of the guard cell in relation to the total solute content of
the guard cell, QT, and the apoplastic solute concentration, Ciso.
Here, P is the turgor pressure, and R and T have their usual
meanings. Rearranging Equation 1a and comparing it with Equation
4 of Peak and Mott (2011) yields the relation of Equation 1b, which
effectively combines the osmotic potential of solutes in the cell wall
with wp and its equilibration with water in the wall (see Appendix).
Here, vL is themolar volumeofwater, andwsat is thevaporpressureof
water when saturated at Tleaf. We now deﬁne C
o
iso as the value of Ciso
when wp = wsat. Thus, C
o
iso corresponds to the component of Ciso
ascribed tosolute in thecellwall, and the term1/vL$ln(wsat/wp)deﬁnes
the component ascribed to vapor phase equilibration. Combining
Equations 1a and 1b in OnGuard2 yields a simple formalism from
which to calculate guard cell volume and turgor, and from these
stomatal aperture, as functions both of extracellular osmotic solute
and of the water vapor pressure wp. Equation 1a,b thus is a critical
step in bridging the micro-macro scales within OnGuard2.
Water Delivery to the Leaf and Water Vapor to p
Equation1a,b has important implications for stomatal function. From
the context of the guard cell, it equates the effects of depressing wp
within the leaf to those of adding osmotic solute to the cell wall.
Furthermore, the very large value of 1/vL (=56000 mmol/L) multiplies
the natural logarithm of the ratio wsat/wp. So, even small increases in
this ratio with a decline in wp will have substantial effects on Ciso,
thereby affecting guard cell volume, turgor pressure, and stomatal
aperture. As wp deﬁnes the water vapor pressure within the sub-
stomatal cavity adjacent to theguardcells, it alsodetermines the rate
of water loss from the leaf. From Fick’s Law, the rate of water vapor
diffusion through thestomatal pore isproportional to thedriving force
across the pore, Dws = wp – wair. A consideration of the diffusion
pathwaysuggests thatwpnormallywill beclose towleaf (wsat),which
is often used as a convenient approximation to calculate stomatal
conductance.However,depressingwpwhenwaterdeliverytotheleaf
is reduced will affect the rate of transpiration proportionally, all other
factors being equal.
We resolvewpassuming thatwater vapor lost viadiffusion through
thestomatalporewillbereplacedbyevaporationofwaterdeliveredto
the leaf and diffusion to p (Figure 1). Thus, in the steady state, wp can
be sought through the balance between diffusion through the pore
and delivery from the sites of evaporation (see Appendix). As noted
above,evaporationwithin the leaf isacomplex functionof factors that
include water delivery through the xylem, and its transfer across the
evaporative surfaces of the surrounding mesophyll and nearby
epidermal cells (Sack and Holbrook, 2006; Rockwell et al., 2014;
Buckley et al., 2017). The evaporative surface area, AW (Figure 1), is
thought to vary substantiallywith hydraulic conductance through the
xylem (Rockwell et al., 2014) as well as environmental factors, in-
cluding wair (Buckley et al., 2017). In OnGuard2, this factor becomes
a user-deﬁned parameter, the relative water feed (RWF), that en-
capsulateswaterdelivery tothe leaf, itsconductanceandevaporative
distribution within the leaf, and, hence, any water stress arising
through its restriction.
Water Flux across the Guard Cell Plasma Membrane
In operation, OnGuard2 calculates and logs the dynamics of
changes in ﬂux, compartmental composition, membrane voltage,
andall other variablesusingsetsofnonlinear differential equations
Figure 1. Schematic of Foliar Evapotranspiration from the Xylem through
the Stomatal Pore (Stoma) and Point p Near the Inner Mouth of the Pore.
Full transection of the leaf is shown in (A) and an expanded schematic near
the pore is shown in (B). Liquid water from the xylem (gray cells, blue
surface) feeds the surfaces of the surrounding mesophyll (green surfaces)
andnearbypavement cells (dark green surfaces). The effective evaporative
surface is indicated by the red dotted line (=Aw). Evaporation and vapor ﬂux
from this surface (blue arrows) maintain a high partial vapor pressure of
water within the leaf and close to saturation (wsat) adjacent this surface. As
water vapor is lost through the stomatal pore (AS indicated, deﬁned by the
width and breadth of the pore), driven by diffusion toward a lower wair,
a steady state gradient is established in the partial vapor pressure of water
(background shaded blue color), reducing its value at wp and at points
toward the outside of the leaf. Mathematically, p represents the average of
the water vapor gradient centered over the guard cell, which exchanges
with liquid water in the guard cell wall, thereby affecting Ciso.
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while obeying the fundamental physical constraints of mass and
charge conservation. With each small step in time, the routine
resolves a new pseudo-steady state that satisﬁes these physical
constraints in relation to ﬂux. The approach is common to
modeling strategies that use iterative numerical calculation to
integrate the temporal kineticsofacomplexnetworkofprocesses,
but it generally imposes a practical constraint on model con-
struction: By establishing a new steady state within each time
interval, it presents a barrier to any temporal dynamics that might
be encoded separate to the iteration cycle.
In theoriginalOnGuardplatform,we resolvedguardcell volume,
turgor, andstomatal aperture fromthechange inQTusing theVan’t
Hoff relation assuming that thewater permeabilities of the plasma
membrane and tonoplast are high. In other words, water per-
meability across the guard cell membrane was assumed not to
limit VT. There are situations, however, in which water ﬂux is
slowed (Shope et al., 2008; Prado et al., 2013; Chaumont and
Tyerman, 2014). Indeed, there is good evidence to suggest that
the bulk of water ﬂux is mediated by aquaporins at the plasma
membrane and their activity is vital for stomatal movements in the
intact leaf (Yang et al., 2006a, 2006b; Grondin et al., 2015). Thus,
a treatment of stomatal transpiration must also provide for water
ﬂux and its regulation across the guard cell plasma membrane.
Within any series of iterative time increments, it is possible to
generate a secondary relaxation over multiple increments by
interleaving a time-dependent alteration to the incremental
change in the process output without imposing internal com-
plexity to the computational cycle. To a ﬁrst approximation,
water ﬂux will follow a change in osmotic potential across the
membrane with a simple exponential relaxation to a new steady
state (Murai-Hatano and Kuwagata, 2007; Chaumont and
Tyerman, 2014; Maurel et al., 2015). Therefore, to enable in-
dependent control of water ﬂux in OnGuard2 consistent with
a reduced osmotic permeability, we assigned water ﬂux to
a population of aquaporins with an exponential pseudo-rate
constant, f, to adjust the increment in cell volume with each it-
eration (seeAppendix).Weadd theadjustedvolume increment to
the previous cell volume and then calculate the new cytosolic
and vacuolar volumes, solute concentrations and turgor pres-
sure. Thus, f serves as a factor, related to membrane water
permeability, that deﬁnes the relaxation in water ﬂux relative to
water equilibration with ion transport. In so doing, water ﬂux
remains an output of modeling.
Finally, we implemented ligand sensitivity to f (see Appendix),
much as previously described for ion transport (Hills et al., 2012).
There isageneral consensus that theactivityofplasmamembrane
aquaporins, and osmotic permeability generally, is suppressed
only as cytosolic pH approaches a value of 7.0 and below
(Tournaire-Roux et al., 2003; Verdoucq et al., 2008; Bellati et al.,
2010; Maurel et al., 2015). However, quantitative information
relevant to aquaporin regulation by [Ca2+]i is scant and quanti-
tatively conﬂicted although, again, there is general agreement that
elevated [Ca2+]i inhibits aquaporinactivity.We incorporated ligand
sensitivities for cytosolic [H+] and [Ca2+]i with a KH of 0.16 mMand
aKCa of 0.4mM, the latter representing amidpoint within the range
of values currently reported for aquaporins from the plant plasma
membrane (Alleva et al., 2006; Verdoucq et al., 2008) (Supplemental
Appendix 1).
OnGuard2 Predicts a Steep Dependence of gs at Limiting
Hydraulic Feed
OnGuard2 predicted changes in stomatal aperture and gs that
faithfully reproduced experimental measurements across a wide
range of conditions in water feed and VPD (Figure 2). The model
also demonstrated a dependence on temperature (Supplemental
Figure 1) that is broadly consistent with the curvilinear relation-
shipspreviously reported forstomatalapertureacrossanumberof
species (Wilson, 1948; Stalfelt, 1962; Spence et al., 1984; Willmer
and Fricker, 1996; Urban et al., 2017). Step increases in VPD
(decreasing%RH outside) reduced steady state turgor, aperture,
and gs with a concurrent increase in total guard cell osmolarity;
thesevalues reversedwhenVPDwas returned to its starting value.
With RWF set to 100, equivalent to a well-watered plant, simu-
lations showed a shallow dependence on VPD in aperture and gs,
even when the vapor content of the air outside the leaf was re-
duced to 10% RH. When RWF of the leaf was reduced, notably
below 40, the sensitivity to VPD was strongly enhanced (Figures
2A and 2C) much like gs from Arabidopsis with decreasing soil
water content (Figures 2Band2C). Thatgs isweakly dependent on
VPDunlesswater availability is limiting (Willmer and Fricker, 1996;
Caldeira et al., 2014; Locke and Ort, 2015) is therefore faithfully
reported in the model outputs.
Analysis of these outputs during VPD steps explains the detailed
mechanismbehind the stomatal response. Declining apertureswere
accompanied by increases in osmotic solute concentrations that
arose from the lossofwater fromtheguardcells and their decrease in
volume. K+ concentration rose in proportionwith the decrease in cell
volume in both the vacuole and cytosol (Figure 3A), and both re-
mained elevated during the step change in VPD, as expected. Mal
also rose throughout this period (Figure 3B), accompanied by a pHi-
associated stimulation in Mal synthesis (Supplemental Figure 2).
However, after an initial rise, cytosolic and vacuolar Cl2 declined to
roughly the concentrations expected without the VPD step (Figure
3C). Thus, with elevated VPD the model predicted a preference for
Mal retentionoverCl2asacounterion, consistentwithpast evidence
for enhanced Mal synthesis and accumulation with osmotic stress
(Asai et al., 1999, 2000).
The simulations with VPD were also marked by a rise in [Ca2+]i,
and its oscillation together with plasma membrane voltage (Fig-
ures 3D and 3E), until a new steady state was achieved. These
rapidoscillationshavebeenassociatedwithstomatal closureand,
like slower oscillations in simulation and in vivo, are thought to
facilitate solute efﬂux during the depolarized phase of each os-
cillatory cycle (Grabov and Blatt, 1998; Minguet-Parramona et al.,
2016). The elevated [Ca2+]i resulted from an increase in vacuolar
Ca2+ concentration and driving force for Ca2+ inﬂux across the
tonoplast (Supplemental Figure 2). Elevated [Ca2+]i promoted the
efﬂux of K+ and Cl2 during depolarizations; K+ andMal efﬂux was
compensated for byK+uptake viaH+-coupledK+ transport andby
enhanced Mal synthesis arising from the mass action of the in-
creasedsugar substrateconcentrationand thealkalineshift inpHi.
Counterintuitive Alterations in K+ Channel Activities
Insimulation, increasingVPDenhanced theoutward-rectifying (IK,out)
and reduced the inward-rectifying (IK,in) K
+ channel currents (Figures
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4Aand4B).Therise in IK,out isconsistentwith themassactioneffectof
the increased cytosolic K+ concentration and stimulation of the
currentwithelevatedpHi; thereducedIK,inarisesfromelevated [Ca
2+]i
(GrabovandBlatt,1999;Chenetal.,2012;Minguet-Parramonaetal.,
2016). These changes bias the membrane for stomatal closure.
Returning VPD to its starting value yielded an unexpected hys-
teresis and overshoots in several outputs, predictions amenable
to experimental testing. Notably, IK,in rose substantially over the
control before the VPD step (Figure 4B)—an effect ascribed to
reduced [Ca2+]i (Figure 3D) that relieved the partial inhibition of the
K+ channel (Grabov and Blatt, 1999; Chen et al., 2012)—despite
the recovery in turgor and aperture (Figure 2).
To test this counterintuitive prediction, we recordedK+ currents
under voltage clamp while challenging guard cells in epider-
mal strips with mannitol and polyethylene glycol 4000 to provide
step changes of external osmolality equivalent to VPD changes.
As noted above, OnGuard2 couples transport with external os-
motic potential, whether as a consequence of a change in VPD
or external osmotic solute content. From Equation 1b, adding
300mOsM solute in Ciso is equivalent to a decrease of 0.6%RH at
p, that is adjacent to the guard cells in the intercellular air space of
the leaf (Figure 1), when external humidity is 40%RH (Figures 2A
Figure 2. OnGuard2 Reproduces Stomatal Conductance (gs) and Its
Dependenceon thePartial VaporPressureofWater in theAir (wair) andRWF
Available for Transpiration from the Plant.
(A)Model outputs forgswith VPDsteps generatedwith steps from85%RH
to 40%RH, and with RWF values of 100, 20, and 10, as indicated. Model
outputs for aperture, guard cell volume, turgor, and osmolarity (bottom two
graphs) correspond to gs with RWF = 10.
(B) gs from wild-type Arabidopsis with steps from 85%RH to 40%RH (n$
3 independent experiments in each case). Transients during the ﬁrst 10min
omitted for clarity. Damped oscillations at higher relative water content
(RWC) of the soil are probably associated with the Ivanoff effect and
subsequent changes in turgor of the surrounding epidermal cells (Lawson
and Blatt, 2014).
(C) Steady state dependence of gs on wair and RWF determined from the
OnGuard2 model (surface plot, includes data in [A]) overlaid with exper-
imental measurements (open symbols) from Arabidopsis, including the
data in (B), plotting RWC as a percentage of saturation (=100). Note that
a direct relationship between RWFandRWC is not implied, althoughwater
feed to the leaf will depend on water available in the soil.
Figure 3. The OnGuard2 Model of Wild-Type Arabidopsis Predicts
a Preferential Accumulation of Total Mal over Cl2, Elevated Cytosolic Free
[Ca2+] ([Ca2+]i) in the Face of an Increase in VPD, and a Substantial Un-
dershoot in [Ca2+]i on Its Recovery.
OnGuard2 outputs for VPD steps generated by varying external humidity
between 85%RH and 40%RH with a relative water feed of 10. Plotted are
cytosolic and vacuolar [K+] (A), total [Mal] (B), [Cl2] (C), [Ca2+]i (D), and
plasma membrane and tonoplast voltage (E). Corresponding outputs
forgs, stomatal aperture, turgor, and osmolarity are shown in Figure 2A.
Additional OnGuard2 outputs are summarized in Supplemental Figure 2.
Oscillations in [Ca2+]i and plasma membrane voltage, and associated
oscillations in other ﬂux outputs (Supplemental Figure 2) are associated
with the decline in stomatal aperture (Minguet-Parramona et al., 2016).
Theseoscillationsareprimarilyassociatedwith thesubstantial osmoticﬂux
during stomatal closing.
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and 2C). As predicted, we found (Figures 4C and 4D) that
a 300mOsM rise outside led to a rapid and prolonged reduction in
IK,in and an increase in IK,out. Washing out the osmotica led to
a recovery in IK,out. Signiﬁcantly, washout was also accompanied
by a large overshoot in IK,in that remained elevated for 5 to 10 min
before declining toward the initial current characteristics.
We analyzed the steady state K+ currents using a Boltzmann
equation of the form
I ¼ gmax$ðV-EKÞ
.
1þ edFðV-V1=2Þ=RT

ð2Þ
where gmax is the maximum ensemble conductance, V is the
voltage, V1/2 is the voltage at which g = 0.5$gmax, d is the voltage
sensitivity coefﬁcient of the channel, EK is the equilibrium voltage
for K+, and F is the Faraday constant. Analysis of IK,in showed that
addingand removingosmolyte evokedshifts inV1/2 of21264mV
and +9 6 3 mV, and altered gmax by 240 6 3% and +73 6 5%,
respectively, relative to the initial values (Figure 4E), as expected
for [Ca2+]i ranging over roughly 200 to 400 nM (Grabov and Blatt,
1999; Wang et al., 2012). The same manipulations affected IK,out,
but in a manner consistent with the reversible changes in pHi and
[K+]i with cell volume (Figure 4F). The timescales of these record-
ings, typically 20 to 30 min, precluded measurements to full
recovery. However, the reversible increase in IK,out with osmotic
strength and the counterintuitive enhancement in IK,in on its wash-
out validate the model predictions. We also tested the rise in [K+]i
on adding 300mOsM solute using tail currents of the K+ channels
to quantify the change in the equilibrium voltage for K+ (Blatt and
Clint, 1989). The analysis indicated a small but signiﬁcant dis-
placement of 24 6 1 mV (n = 24), indicating roughly a 30 mM
increase in [K+]i with the osmotic challenge and again consistent
with the modeling.
OnGuard2 Predicts Altered VPD Responses in the slac1 and
ost2 Mutants
The ost2 mutation affects the predominant H+-ATPase, AHA1 in
Arabidopsis guard cells. It renders the H+-ATPase largely in-
sensitive to Ca2+ and leads to membrane hyperpolarizations with
stomata of the ost2 mutant responding poorly to ABA and light-
dark transitions (Merlot et al., 2007). An intuitive assessment, how-
ever,might suggest little effect of external osmotica or VPDchanges
on the K+ channels (Assmann et al., 2000; McAdam and Brodribb,
2016). We modeled the ost2 mutant by eliminating H+-ATPase
sensitivity to [Ca2+]i, as was our previous strategy to model the re-
duced response to light-dark transitions of the ost2 mutant (Blatt
et al., 2014). As expected, the ost2 model showed elevated [Ca2+]i
andpHi aswell asahyperpolarizationof theplasmamembrane,even
in theabsenceof aVPDchallenge (Figure5). The rise in [Ca2+]i canbe
seen as a direct result of uncoupling the H+-ATPase from [Ca2+]i
regulation, its hyperpolarization of the membrane (Supplemental
Figure 3), and the increased driving force for Ca2+ entry across the
membrane. The rise in pHi, likewise, can be seen to arise from un-
coupling [Ca2+]i control of the H
+-ATPase, thereby facilitating H+
transport out of the guard cell (Supplemental Figure 3). In turn, the
ost2model predicted a strong suppression of IK,in and enhancement
of IK,out even in the absence of a VPD step, both effects the direct
consequences of the elevated [Ca2+]i and pHi (Figure 5).
Figure 4. OnGuard2 Accurately Predicts Alterations in K+ Channel Ac-
tivities with Step Changes in VPD That Are Validated Experimentally with
Equivalent Changes in External Osmolarity.
(A) and (B) OnGuard2 outputs for the outward-rectifying (IK,out; [A]) and
inward-rectifying K+ current (IK,in; [B]) before, 10 min into a VPD step with
40%RH (= +300 mOsM), and 5 min after recovery (washout). Outputs
correspond to the data of Figure 2A with RWF = 10.
(C) and (D) Voltage clamp measurements from wild-type Arabidopsis
guard cells before, during challenge with 300 mOsM mannitol, and 5 min
aftermannitolwashout.Voltagestepped fromaholdingpotentialof2100mV
in 10 steps from2100mV to +50mV (C) for IK,out and to2250mV (D) for IK,in.
Data are means 6 SE (n = 9). Curves are nonlinear least-squares ﬁttings
performed jointly for each current to Equation 2. Fittings yielded common
voltage-sensitivity coefﬁcients (d) of 1.786 0.07 and 1.946 0.13 for IK,in
and IK,out, respectively, and a common midpoint voltage (V1/2) for IK,out of
276 2 mV (see also Supplemental Table 2). Insets: Current traces from
one guard cell, cross-referenced by symbol. Scale: 200 pA (IK,out) and
150 pA (IK,in) vertical, 1 s horizontal. Note the suppressed IK,in in mannitol
and its overshoot on mannitol washout that are predicted outcomes of
its dependence on [Ca2+]i (Grabov and Blatt, 1999; Wang et al., 2012).
(E) Ensemble conductance (gmax) and V1/2 for IK,in (D), determined by ﬁtting
as indicated above and cross-referenced by symbol. Letters indicate
signiﬁcant differences (P < 0.001).
(F) Ensemble conductance (gmax) for IK,out (C), determined by ﬁtting as
indicated above cross-referenced by symbol. Letters indicate signiﬁcant
differences (P < 0.001).
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Unexpectedly, the ost2 model showed slowed kinetics in gs and
aperture with step changes in VPD, greatly reduced IK,in, and en-
hanced IK,out, with the VPD sensitivities of both K
+ currents sup-
pressed (Figures5A to5C).Themodeloutput (Supplemental Figure
3) showed that these effects could be attributed foremost to the
elevated pHi and [Ca
2+]i (Figure 5D) driven by the Ca
2+-insensitive
H+-ATPase, thereby maintaining the more alkaline pHi, polarizing
plasma membrane to prevent voltage-dependent activation of
SLAC andR-type (ALMT) anion channels, and suppressing solute
and water efﬂux from the guard cells.
To test these predictions, we performed gas exchange
measurements on leaves, recorded K+ currents under voltage
clamp, andmeasured [Ca2+]i and pHi in vivo following injections of
the Ca2+- and H+-sensitive dyes Fura2 and BCECF, respectively
(Grabov and Blatt, 1998, 1999; Wang et al., 2012). As predicted,
the ost2 mutant showed greatly slowed stomatal kinetics in re-
sponse to step increases in VPD and its recovery (Figures 6A and
6B). Furthermore, the ost2 mutant also showed a reduced IK,in,
elevated IK,out, and a suppressed response of the currents to
external osmolarity (Figures 6C and 6D), as predicted by the ost2
model in OnGuard2.
Recording [Ca2+]i and pHi showed modest elevations with
a 300 mOsM rise outside in guard cells of wild-type Arabidopsis
(Figure 6F). There are no precedents for measurements of [Ca2+]i
and pHi in guard cells under osmotic challenge. However, the
background data taken prior to osmotic challenge are similar to
recordings from guard cells of a number of species including
Arabidopsis (Jezek and Blatt, 2017), and the measurements fol-
lowing300mOsMstepsareconsistentwith [Ca2+]i recordedunder
similar conditions from other Arabidopsis tissues (Yuan et al.,
2014). Guard cells of the ost2 mutant showed a substantial ele-
vation inbackground [Ca2+]i andpHianda further rise in [Ca
2+]iwith
the osmotic step (Figures 6E and 6F), as predicted by the mod-
eling. Signiﬁcantly, both thebackground [Ca2+]i andpHi in theost2
mutant were substantially above the apparent KCa for inhibition of
IK,in and below the KH for inhibition of IK,out, respectively (Grabov
and Blatt, 1997, 1999; Jezek and Blatt, 2017), consistent with the
relative suppression in the responses of both currents to the
osmotic step. We found no evidence for a change in channel
expression in the ost2 mutant (Supplemental Figure 4). The
ﬁndings therefore validate the predicted, but unexpected, con-
nection between the H+-ATPase and capacity for K+ ﬂux through
the dominant guard cell K+ channels, which are linked through the
[Ca2+]i and pHi intermediates in vivo.
Finally, we examined stomatal closing and its recovery with step
changes in VPD in the slac1 null mutant. Previous work with the
original OnGuard platform uncovered counterintuitive predictions
that nonetheless proved valid on experimental analysis, including an
unexpected connectionbetween theSLAC1anion channel, required
for stomatal closing, and the kinetics of K+ uptake during stomatal
opening(Wangetal.,2012).Theseeffectsweredemonstratedtoarise
from an increase in pHi buffering and a substantial increase in
background [Ca2+]i in the slac1 mutant, both effects leading to an
overall suppression in IK,in and enhancement in IK,out. Indeed, at the
cellular level, the slac1 model, in which the SLAC current was
eliminated, yielded elevated stomatal apertures with increased os-
motic content and turgor (Wang et al., 2012), but the implications for
VPD-dependent transport and gs remained unresolved in the ab-
sence of a mathematical connection to the whole leaf.
We introducedthesamestepchanges inVPDwith theslac1model
(Wang et al., 2012) using OnGuard2 to examine the consequences
for transpiration. The results uncovered both macroscopic effects
Figure 5. The OnGuard2 Model for the ost2 Mutation Predicts Slowed
Kinetics in gs and Aperture with Step Changes in VPD and reduced Al-
terations in K+Channel Activitieswith Equivalent StepChanges in External
Osmolarity Compared with the Wild Type.
(A)OnGuard2outputs ingsandstomatal aperture for theost2andwild-type
models with external %RH as indicated.
(B) and (C)OnGuard2 outputs of the ost2model for the outward-rectifying
(IK,out; [B]) and inward-rectifying K
+ current (IK,in; [C]) before, 10 min into
a step to 40%RH (= +300 mOsM), and 5 min after its recovery (red,
washout), as in Figures 4A and 4B. Dotted curves included from the wild-
type controls in Figures 4A and 4B for reference. Note the substantially
enhanced IK,out and reduced IK,in in ost2 compared with the wild type,
predicted as a consequence of the elevated [Ca2+]i and pHi.
(D)OnGuard2 outputs for cytosolic-free [Ca2+]i ([Ca
2+]i) and pH (pHi) before
and during VPD (osmotic) steps from the wild-type and ost2models. Note
theelevatedpHi and [Ca
2+]i of theost2model, the latter further enhancedon
VPD (osmotic) challenge.
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on gs as well as microscopic changes in channel current. Signiﬁ-
cantly, at the macroscopic level, OnGuard2 returned four outputs
mirroring the response in stomatal aperture: an elevated gs, a larger
change ingswith VPD, its slowed rate of decline, and its accelerated
recovery on returning VPD to the starting value (Figure 7A). All four
predictions were conﬁrmed experimentally (Figure 7B), the ﬁrst two
alsonotedbefore (Meriloetal.,2013).Of interest,OnGuard2correctly
predicted the accelerated recovery in aperture and gs in the slac1
mutant when compared with the guard cells of the wild type. This
ﬁnding contrasts with the slower opening of the slac1 mutant
modeled and observed in response to light (Wang et al., 2012) and
highlights thedifference inmechanicsand responseassociatedwith
the two stimuli. The slac1 model yielded two further sets of micro-
scopic outputs also not foreseen previously, predictions that could
onlybedrawn fromquantitativesystemsmodelingacross themicro-
macro scales (Figures 7C and 7D). (1) The slac1 model returned
a much reduced current decline and overshoot in IK,in on VPD re-
covery. (2) It predicted an increased background and virtual loss in
sensitivity of IK,out to changes in VPD.
We tested these predictions, experimentally challenging guard
cells of wild-type, slac1, and theSLAC1-complemented slac1 line
(Wanget al., 2012) to stepchanges in external osmotic strength as
before while recording the K+ currents under voltage clamp.
Results with the slac1mutant (Figures 7E and 7F) conﬁrmed both
predictions, while SLAC1-complemented slac1 Arabidopsis
yielded currents indistinguishable from those of the wild type
(Figure 4) (Wang et al., 2012). The ﬁndings underline the impor-
tance of anion efﬂux throughSLAC1 for VPD-associated stomatal
responses and its association with the K+ channels. Most im-
portant, however, together with the analysis of the ost2 mutant,
they demonstrate the predictive power ofOnGuard2 and its ability
to bridge the micro-macro gap in stomatal transpiration and its
response to VPD.
DISCUSSION
Stomatal aperture and conductance are affected by the vapor
pressuredifferencebetween insideandoutside the leaf, especially
when water delivery to the leaf is limiting (Lange et al., 1971;
Willmer and Fricker, 1996; Pieruschka et al., 2010). Although
widely recognized, previous efforts failed to explain the mecha-
nistic connection to the microscopic processes of guard cell ion
Figure 6. The ost2 Mutation Elevates gs, Slows Its Response to Step
Changes in VPD, andSuppresses the Inward-Rectifying K+Current and Its
Overshoot with Equivalent Changes in External Osmolarity.
(A) gs recorded from the ost2mutant wit steps from 85 to 45%RH (above).
Data are means 6 SE of four independent experiments. Parallel data from
wild-type Arabidopsis included for comparison. Transients during the ﬁrst
10 min omitted for clarity.
(B) Analysis of halftimes (t1/2) for gs relaxations on closing and opening in
(A). Note the increases in t1/2 for closure and reopening, as predicted.
Signiﬁcant differences indicated by lettering (P < 0.05).
(C) and (D) Voltage clamp measurements from guard cells of the ost2
mutant before, during challenge with 300 mOsMmannitol, and 5 min after
mannitol washout (red curves). Voltage stepped from a holding potential of
2100mV in 8 steps from2100mV to +50mV (C) for IK,out and in 10 steps to
2250mV (D) for IK,in.Dataaremeans6 SE (n=5).Curvesarenonlinear least-
squares ﬁttings performed jointly for each current to Equation 2. Fittings
yielded common voltage sensitivity coefﬁcients (d) of 1.83 6 0.09 and
1.876 0.04 for IK,in and IK,out, respectively, and a commonmidpoint voltage
(V1/2) for IK,out of2362mV (see alsoSupplemental Table 2). Insets: Current
traces from one guard cell, cross-referenced by symbol. Scale: 500 pA
(IK,out) and 150 pA (IK,in) vertical, 1 s horizontal. Note the expanded
current scale in (D) showing the suppressed IK,in in mannitol and the
absence of a signiﬁcant overshoot on its washout, as predicted.
(E) and (F) Cytosolic-free [Ca2+] ([Ca2+]i) and pH (pHi) recorded from wild-
type and ost2 mutant guard cells before and during challenge with
300 mOsMmannitol. [Ca2+]i and pHi recorded by ratiometric imaging with
ﬂuorescent dyes Fura2 and BCECF, respectively. Representative [Ca2+]i
recordings, pseudocolor scale, and time course for the ost2 mutant are
shown in (E)with timepoints of the images shown indicated bynumbers (1,
2, and 3). Data in (F) are means 6 SE (n $ 4) with the average [Ca2+]i de-
termined from a 1-mm (4 pixel depth) band around the cell periphery.
Signiﬁcant differences are indicated by lettering (P < 0.05).
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andwater transport. Recent studies support the idea that water in
theguardcellwall is normallymaintainedby, andequilibrateswith,
the vapor phasewithin the intercellular air space of the leaf (Shope
et al., 2008; Mott and Peak, 2010; Pieruschka et al., 2010;
Rockwell et al., 2014). Since gaseous exchange within the leaf is
extremely rapid (Sack and Holbrook, 2006; Morison et al., 2007;
Peak and Mott, 2011), this equilibrium implies that the water
potential of the guard cell wall is coupled directly to the sur-
rounding air space within the substomatal cavity and it suggests
a formal basis for connecting themacroscopic conductanceof the
leaf with the microscopic processes of the guard cell. We have
integrated these ideaswithinOnGuard2byascribing theeffects of
increasing VPD to a local depression inwater potential adjacent to
the guard cells and by modeling evaporative demand as a simple
linear function of water feed to the leaf and substomatal cavity. An
analogous approach can be applied to resolving stomatal control
by CO2, which will be the focus of a subsequent publication. For
now,wenote the strength of this approach,whichuniﬁes stomatal
mechanics within a single, computational framework that scales
naturally from solute and water transport of the guard cell to the
water relations of the leaf and whole plant.
OnGuard2 incorporates the core of our original OnGuard plat-
form, which successfully recapitulated a wide range of known
stomatal behaviors (Chen et al., 2012; Blatt et al., 2014; Minguet-
Parramona et al., 2016) and demonstrated true predictive power,
notably in resolving the mechanisms behind the counterintuitive
alterations inK+ channel activity uncovered in the slac1Cl2channel
mutant ofArabidopsis (Wanget al., 2012). Like theoriginal platform,
OnGuard2 utilizes an iterative computational approach and does
not “hardwire” signal cascadesbeyond the immediate regulationof
individual transporters andmetabolic activities that havebeenwell-
deﬁned through quantitative experimentation. While ﬁxed or ana-
lytic solutions, including those for hormonal signaling, may appear
to provide simpliﬁed or explicit equations for a process, they
generally sterilize the predictive power of model implementation.
Instead, OnGuard2 allows ﬂexibility in model design to guide ex-
perimentation, reformulate, and validate predictions across scales.
Figure 7. The OnGuard2 Model for the Arabidopsis slac1 Mutation Ac-
curately Predicts Alterations in Stomatal Conductance (gs) and Its Kinetics
with Step Changes in VPD and Alterations in K+ Channel Activities with
Equivalent Step Changes in External Osmolarity.
(A)OnGuard2 outputs in gs and stomatal aperture for the slac1model with
VPD on steps in external %RH.
(B) gs recorded from wild-type, slac1 mutant, and ProSLAC1:SLAC1
complemented slac1 mutant (pSLAC1) Arabidopsis with VPD on steps in
external %RH (above). Analysis of halftimes (t1/2) for gs relaxations on
closing and opening (below). Data are means 6 SE of six independent
experiments. Transients during the ﬁrst 10 min with steps in%RH omitted
for clarity.Note thesigniﬁcant increase in t1/2 for closureanddecrease in t1/2
for reopening, as predicted from the modeling.
(C) and (D)OnGuard2outputs of the slac1model for the outward-rectifying
(IK,out; [C]) and inward-rectifying K
+ current (IK,in; [D]) before, 10 min into
a VPD step with 40%RH (= +300 mOsM), and 5 min after its recovery (red,
washout), as inFigure4.Dottedcurves included fromthewild-typecontrols
in Figures 4A and 4B for reference. Note the substantially enhanced IK,out
and reduced IK,in comparedwith thewild type, predicted as a consequence
of the elevated[Ca2+]i and pHi (Wang et al., 2012).
(E) and (F) Voltage clamp measurements from intact guard cells of the
Arabidopsis slac1 mutant before, during challenge with 300 mOsM
mannitol, and 5 min after mannitol washout. Measurements performed in
10 mM KCl with 5 mM Ca-MES, pH 6.1. Voltage stepped from a holding
potential of2100 mV in eight steps from2100 mV to +50 mV (C) for IK,out
and to 2250 mV (D) for IK,in. Data are means 6 SE of seven independent
experiments. Curves are nonlinear least-squares ﬁttings performed jointly
for each current to Equation 2. Fittings yielded common voltage sensitivity
coefﬁcients (d) of 1.7960.04and1.8660.09 for IK,in and IK,out, respectively,
and a common midpoint voltage (V1/2) for IK,out of 22 6 3 mV (see also
Supplemental Table 2). Insets: Current traces from one guard cell, cross-
referenced by symbol. Scale: 400 pA (IK,out) and 100 pA (IK,in) vertical, 1 s
horizontal. Note the expanded current scale in (F) showing the suppressed
IK,in in mannitol and the absence of a signiﬁcant overshoot on its washout,
as predicted. Currents from pSLAC1 Arabidopsis were indistinguishable
from the wild type (Figure 4) and are omitted for clarity.
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OnGuard2 faithfully reproduced the experimentally determined
kinetics and dependence of stomatal aperture and gs on VPD and
water availability, notably a weak dependence on VPD unless
water delivery to the leaf was limited; it replicated the curvilinear
effects of leaf temperature on aperture and gs (Supplemental
Figure 1) previously reported across a range of species in the
literature (Wilson, 1948; Stalfelt, 1962; Farquhar and Sharkey,
1982; Spence et al., 1984; Urban et al., 2017); it showed the
opposing changes in guard cell osmolarity and turgor (Figure 2)
expected of a uniﬁed framework equating VPD to extracellular
osmotic potential; and it recapitulated previously published data
of enhancedMal synthesis and accumulation with osmotic stress
(Asai et al., 1999, 2000). Noteworthy to these predictions, within
OnGuard2 it is thechange inwaterpotential of theapoplastaround
the guard cell with a VPD step that drives water ﬂux across the
guard cell plasmamembrane, thereby affectingguard cell volume,
the freeconcentrationof solutewithin theguardcell, andengaging
changes in ion transport andmetabolism (Figure8). Inotherwords,
for VPD, it is the change in the partial vapor pressure of water that
drives guard cell function.
However, the true power of the OnGuard2 models is evident in
theexperimental validationsof their predictionsconnectinggsand
stomatal aperture with solute transport. This predictive power is
evident both in the effects of VPD steps on guard cell transport
and, vice versa, in the consequences of altered ion transport on
VPD-evokedstomatalmovementsandgs.Comparedwith thewild
type, OnGuard2 models of the slac1 Cl2 channel and ost2 H+-
ATPase mutants accurately predicted substantial slowing in the
ratesof stomatal closureandofgsdeclineand, for theost2mutant,
in gs recovery. In slac1, OnGuard2 also correctly predicted an
accelerated recovery in aperture andgs, an unexpectedprediction
that contrasts with the slowed opening modeled and observed
experimentally in response to light (Wang et al., 2012). The same
models predicted an enhancement of IK,out and decline in IK,in with
an increase in VPD and external osmolarity, and counterintuitive
overshoots in IK,in on their recovery thatwereveriﬁedunder voltage
clamp (Figures 4 to 7). For the ost2mutant, like slac1 (Wang et al.,
2012), these effects are linked to [Ca2+]i and pHi, predictions that
wereborneout experimentally (Figures 6 and9). The effects on the
K+ currents, like the impact of the slac1 and ost2 mutants on gs,
clearly arise as emergent properties of guard cell transport and its
connection with VPD-evoked water ﬂux and volume changes and
Figure 8. A Step Decrease in Partial Vapor Pressure of Water at p, wp, or
aStep Increase in theOsmoticSoluteLoadof theApoplastDrivesStomatal
Closure viaWater Flux from theGuardCell andHomeostatic Adjustment in
Guard Cell Transport.
(A)and (B)At themacroscopic scale, steadystate transpiration isbalanced
by evaporation (not shown) from within the leaf to maintain a constant wp.
A VPD step increases the rate of transpiration through the stomatal pore,
decreasing wp. Water in the apoplast around the guard cells reequilibrates
with the reduced wp within the substomatal cavity. The decline in water
potential of the apoplast draws water out of the guard cell, leading to
a decrease in guard cell volume and turgor and reduces the size of the
stomatal pore (see Figure 2). Omitted for clarity, feedback via the reduced
conductance of the stomatal pore counters and moderates the decline in
wp and water loss from the guard cell and surrounding apoplast. Darker
shading in theapoplastaround theguardcells indicatesadecrease inwater
potential.
(C) and (D) At the microscopic scale, water inﬂux accompanies solute
accumulation, driven by the H+-ATPase, to facilitate the increase in guard
cell volume, turgor, and stomatal opening. As water is drawn out of the
guard cell (1), either byastep increase inVPDor in apoplastic osmotic load,
it reduces the cell volume and alters the concentrations of cellular solutes,
including that of K+, the free concentrations of cytosolic Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i) and
[H+]i, raising pHi. The rise in [Ca
2+]i, especially, slowswater ﬂux. (2) The rise
in [Ca2+]i and pHi reduces H
+-ATPase activity favoring membrane de-
polarization and initiating voltage oscillations (Minguet-Parramona et al.,
2016) that readjust the contents of inorganic and organic solutes (see
Figures 2 to 4 and Supplemental Figure 2). Contributing to this readjust-
ment, the rise in [Ca2+]i suppresses the activity of inward-rectifying K
+
channels (3), the rise in pHi and cytosolic K
+ concentration promotes the
activity of outward-rectifying K+ channels (4), and voltage oscillations
moderateK+ (andother) soluteﬂuxwith the transition to anewhomeostatic
steady state. Arrow weighting above indicates currents before (black ar-
rows) and during (gray arrows) VPD/osmotic challenge. Water ﬂux is in-
dicated by blue arrows. Changes in ion concentrations in boxes below
indicated by shading (black, before; gray, during VPD/osmotic challenge);
process activation and inhibition are indicated by dotted arrows and
T-bars, respectively.
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arebeyond intuitivegrasp.Onlyamechanisticmodel spanning the
micro-macro scales can predict and explain these results, ac-
commodating the verydifferent naturesof the twomutants (Merlot
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2012; Blatt et al., 2014).
VPD-driven changes in guard cell volume connect with ion
transport through the concurrent effects on ion concentration
within the cytosol and vacuole, notably through changes in [Ca2+]i
and pHi, both of which are known to affect the osmotic con-
ductance of the plasma membrane (Alleva et al., 2006; Verdoucq
et al., 2008; Bellati et al., 2010; Maurel et al., 2015). In OnGuard2,
such regulatory feedback is incorporated explicitly. OnGuard2
modelsexplain the rise in [Ca2+]i andconsequentdecline in theCa
2+-
sensitive IK,in (Grabov and Blatt, 1999; Jezek and Blatt, 2017) as the
directconsequenceof increasingexternalosmolarity,which reduces
guard cell volume and raises the total concentration of Ca2+ and all
other cellular solutes. Likewise, themodels ascribe thepHi rise to the
elevated Mal concentration that contributes to H+ buffering (Wang
et al., 2012; Jezek and Blatt, 2017). Together with the osmotically
induced rise in [K+]i, the pHi rise promotes IK,out (Grabov and Blatt,
1997; Hosy et al., 2003). Thesemodels also explain the suppressed
[Ca2+]i and overshoot in IK,in when VPD and osmotic challenges are
reversed; the effects follow from transport that rebalances [Ca2+]i,
notably an initial, compensatory bias for Ca2+ export across the
tonoplast and plasma membrane with elevated VPD and external
osmotic strength.
For the slac1andost2mutants,OnGuard2predictedalterations
in transport, raising [Ca2+]i and pHi well above the KCa of IK,in and
below theKHof IK,out, effects that, again,weveriﬁedexperimentally
(Figures 5, 6, and 9; also Wang et al. [2012] for slac1). Such ele-
vations largely preempt the effects on the K+ currents of further
changes in [Ca2+]i and pHi with VPD and osmotic challenge. In
thesemodels, the rise in background [Ca2+]i was also predicted to
reduce the ratesofosmoticwaterﬂux, further affecting thekinetics
of VPD-evoked aperture and gs changes. These are only a small
sample of the predictions that come out of theOnGuard2models.
Others includeeffectsofVPDandexternal osmolarityon theplasma
membrane anion channels, on vacuolar [Ca2+], and on Ca2+ and
osmotic solute transport across the tonoplast. Suchpredictions are
now targets for future exploration that should also help to reﬁne
OnGuard2 models.
We stress that our ﬁndings do not rule out additional mecha-
nisms, such as might occur through more subtle changes in
phosphorylation (Grondin et al., 2015) or ABA synthesis (McAdam
and Brodribb, 2016). The results indicate only that any such
changes are not, in themselves, essential to understanding sto-
matal movements with VPD and external osmotic strength. Bauer
et al. (2013) have argued that ABA is essential for stomatal re-
sponse to VPD. However, they nevermeasured stomatal aperture
or gs. Their comparison of gene expression between the wild type
andmutant that impairs ABA synthesis is basedon samples taken
4 h after a VPDstep, although stomatal response to the sameVPD
step was largely complete within 60 min, and their own data for
potassium content, which they proposed as a proxy for stomatal
aperture, indicating that the mutant plants were as, or more,
sensitive to VPD than the wild-type plants when compared with
the corresponding contents determined at high humidity.We note
that their analysis of the K+ contents in frozen tissues is at odds
with our assays of guard cell K+ concentrations under osmotic
challenge in vivo. Furthermore, the interpretation of a requirement
for ABA is not supported by several other studies, indicating that
stomata do respond quasi-normally to VPD in the absence of ABA
biosynthesis and ABA signaling through the ABI1/ABI2 protein
phosphatase pathways (Assmann et al., 2000; Pantin et al., 2013).
Like our previous work with OnGuard (Wang et al., 2012), the
predictions derived from OnGuard2 and their experimental vali-
dationsunderscorean intimateconnectionof theK+channelswith
the mechanistically separate activities of the SLAC1 Cl2 channel
and AHA1 H+-ATPase. Most important, however, our study
demonstrates the capacity of a single, computational frame-
work to connect the microscopic processes of membrane
transport in the guard cell with the macroscopic water relations
of the leaf and whole plant. This development paves the way to
Figure 9. The ost2 Mutant H+-ATPase Affects K+ Channel Activities and
the Rates of Stomatal and Whole-Leaf Conductance Responses to Steps
in VPD between the Air Space within the Leaf and the Atmosphere.
Tonoplast and other transporters are not included for clarity.
(A)TheH+-ATPase is amajor driver for solute uptake, and itsmodulationby
elevated free cytosolic [Ca2+] ([Ca2+]i) is important to accelerate stomatal
closure. TheK+ channel currents IK,in (K
+ inﬂux) and IK,out (K
+ efﬂux) facilitate
osmotic solute uptake during opening and its loss during closing, re-
spectively. Arrow shading above indicates temporal characteristics before
(dark gray), during (black), and after (light gray) VPD and osmotic steps.
(B) The ost2mutation renders the H+-ATPase insensitive to a rise in [Ca2+]i
andsuppressesmembranedepolarization, promotinga rise incytosolic pH
(pHi) as well as Ca
2+ entry, background [Ca2+]i elevation, and its rise with
VPD (1). Elevated [Ca2+]i in turnsuppressesbackground IK,in and reduces its
response to VPD (2). The rise in cytosolic pH (pHi) promotes background IK,out
and reduces its response with VPD. With the Ca2+-insensitive H+-ATPase,
channel activation and K+ efﬂux are suppressed by membrane voltage (3)
along with water efﬂux, thereby slowing stomatal and gs kinetics.
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addressingmany other aspects of stomatal physiology, and it is
certain to yield a greater understanding of fundamental and
mutual connectionsbetweenplantwater relationsandguardcell
membrane transport.
METHODS
Growth and Whole-Plant Physiology
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 wild type, slac1-1, ProSLAC1:SLAC1-
complemented slac1-1 mutant, designated pSLAC1, and ost2-2 mutant
plants were grown and gas exchange measurements were performed
using LiCOR 6400XT and 6800 gas exchange systems as described
previously (Merlot et al., 2007;Wang et al., 2012) with plants preadapted to
dark. Relative water content of the soil was determined using a HH2-ML3
moisturesensor (Delta-TDevices).All plantswereanalyzedonat least three
separate days at the same time of the relative diurnal cycle and were
normalized for leaf area using ImageJ v.1.51 (rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Unless
otherwise noted, all measurements were performed at 25°C.
Gene Expression Analysis
Total RNA was extracted from mature leaves and transcript levels de-
termined by quantitative PCR as before (Wang et al., 2012) using unique
primers (Supplemental Table 1) for the plasmamembrane channels KAT1,
KAT2, KC1, GORK, AKT1, AKT2, and SLAC1, and the vacuolar channels
TPK1 and TPC1. The ISU gene encoding an Fe-S scaffolding protein
(Kaiserli et al., 2015) served as an internal control.
Guard Cell Electrophysiology, [Ca2+]i, and pHi Recording
Currents from intact guard cells were recorded under voltage clamp using
double- and triple-barrelledmicroelectrodes and Henry’s EP suite (Y-Science)
during continuous superfusion with 10 mMKCl in 5 mMCa2+-MES buffer,
pH 6.1 ([Ca2+] = 1 mM) as before (Wang et al., 2012). Voltage was typically
clamped in cycles with a holding voltage of 2100 mV and steps either to
voltages from2120 to2240mV (IK,in) or to voltages from280 to+40mV (IK,out).
Current-voltage analysis and ﬁttings were performed using Henry’s EP
suite (Y-Science) and SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software). Currents were
ﬁtted by joint, nonlinear least-squares using the Boltzmann function of
Equation 2. Cytosolic-free [Ca2+] and pHi were determined by ﬂuo-
rescence ratio imaging after iontophoretic injection of the ﬂuorescent
dyes Fura2 and BCECF, respectively, using a Polychrom II mono-
chromator (Till Photonics) and Pentamax512 CCD camera and GenIV
intensiﬁer (Princeton Instruments) as described previously (Wang et al.,
2012). Fluorescence was corrected for background before loading, dye
injections were judged successful by visual checks for cytosolic dye
distribution and stabilization of the ﬂuorescence signals, and signals
were calibrated as before (Grabov and Blatt, 1999; Wang et al., 2012).
OnGuard2 Modeling
OnGuard2 was constructed to introduce explicitly water feed to, and
evapotranspiration from, the leaf, leaf andair temperatures, aswell aswater
ﬂux across the guard cell plasmamembrane as described in the Appendix.
The construction used the core of the original OnGuard libraries for solute
transport, signaling, and homeostasis (Chen et al., 2012; Hills et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2012) with separate assignments of blue and red light (Vialet-
Chabrand et al., 2017).
OnGuard2 models for wild-type Arabidopsis and the slac1 and ost2
mutants were driven through a diurnal 12:12-h light:dark cycle as de-
scribed previously (Chen et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Blatt et al.,
2014), and all model outputs were derived from this cycle. Leaf and air
temperatures, Tleaf and Tair, respectively, were held at 25°C unless
otherwise noted. RWF and mid-day steps in wair were superimposed on
this cycle. As in the original formulation of OnGuard, light sensitivity was
assigned solely to primary, energy-dependent transport and to sucrose
synthesis (Chen et al., 2012; Hills et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). To
simulate the twomutants, in the correspondingmodels we removed the
transporter component of the SLAC1 current for slac1, and we removed
the [Ca2+]i sensitivity of the plasma membrane H
+-ATPase for ost2
(Wanget al., 2012; Blatt et al., 2014). All other parameterswere ﬁxedas in
the wild-type model. The outputs of the individual transporters, sucrose
and malate metabolism, buffering reactions, and transpirational water
ﬂux thus responded only to changes in model variables arising from the
kinetic features encodedby themodel equationsand their parameters.A
complete list of parameter values used for the Arabidopsis wild-type
model is included in Supplemental Appendix 1. OnGuard2 and the
models for Arabidopsis wild type, slac1, and ost2 are available for free
download from www.psrg.org.uk.
Statistics
Results are reported as means 6 SE of n observations with signiﬁcance
determined by ANOVA, as appropriate, with post-hoc analysis (Student-
Neumann-Keuls andTukey), and are indicated atP<0.05unlessotherwise
stated. Note that models built on ordinary differential equations, such as
those ofOnGuard2, will faithfully reproduce a given set of outputs time and
again for any one set of model parameters. Statistical analysis of these
outputs is therefore meaningless.
Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be obtained from the Arabidopsis
Genome Initiative databases under the following accession numbers:
KAT1, AT5G46240;KAT2, AT4G18290;KC1, AT4G32650;GORK, AT5G37500;
AKT1, AT2G26650; AKT2, AT4G22200; SLAC1, AT1G12480; TPK1,
AT5G55630; and TPC1, AT4G03560.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Figure 1. OnGuard2 yields a curvilinear dependence of
stomatal conductance (gs) on temperature and the partial vapor
pressure of water in the air (wair).
Supplemental Figure 2. OnGuard2 outputs for guard cell pH, Ca2+,
osmotic solute transport, and Mal synthesis of the wild type.
Supplemental Figure 3. OnGuard2 outputs for guard cell pH, Ca2+,
osmotic solute transport, and Mal synthesis of the ost2 mutant.
Supplemental Figure 4. Quantitative PCR analysis of selected plasma
membrane and tonoplast transporter genes in the ost2 mutant of
Arabidopsis.
Supplemental Table 1. qPCR primers
Supplemental Table 2. Parameters derived from Boltzmann ﬁttings
for K+ currents from guard cells of wild-type plants and the mutants
ost2 and slac1.
Supplemental Appendix 1. OnGuard2 Arabidopsis model parameters.
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APPENDIX
Deriving OnGuard2 with Micro-Macro Coupling
General Construction and Operation of the OnGuard2
Platform
OnGuard2 builds on the libraries of physical constants, metabolic,
transport, and buffering equations, and user-deﬁned parameters
developedwith theoriginalOnGuardplatform (Chenet al., 2012;Hills
et al., 2012; Blatt et al., 2014). The equations and associated pa-
rameters are available through a graphic user interface (GUI) and
series of pull-downmenus that allow the user to deﬁne the basic ﬂux
and regulatory characteristics of each metabolic and transport
process, andeven toconstructnewtransporterswhen informationof
physiological relevancebecomesavailable throughexperimentation.
The GUI provides users access to cellular parameters relating cell
volume, turgor pressure, and stomatal aperture; it speciﬁes the
various transporters at each membrane and deﬁnes the character-
istics for Suc and Mal metabolism; and it determines general envi-
ronmental parameters of extracellular ion concentrations, the light:
dark cycle and its spectral characteristics, and the time. Dialogue
boxes for each transporter include operator-selectable controls for
the inherent biophysical properties of the transporter as well as any
known regulatory features. A complete description of this core of
libraries and their implementation can be found in Hills et al. (2012).
New to OnGuard2 and incorporated within the core libraries is
the class of transporters, aquaporins, that mediate the ﬂux of
water. Thedescriptors for aquaporins includeoptions todeﬁne the
fraction of the water ﬂux carried by each type of aquaporin and to
deﬁne its regulationbymodel variablessuchas [Ca2+]i. Alsonewto
OnGuard2areuser-deﬁnedparametersneededto relate theguard
cell to the leaf and whole plant and to determine the drivers for
evapotranspiration. These include global parameters that specify
the geometry of the stoma and its spatial relations to the un-
derlying structure of the leaf—notably the fractional air space
within the leaf and its dimensions—aswell aswater feed to the leaf
and the partial pressure of water vapor in the air outside the leaf.
We give the user access to leaf and external air temperatures,
previously ﬁxed to a standard 25°C (298°K) and used in all cal-
culations involving temperature. For completeness, we also in-
troduce temperature dependence for Suc and Mal metabolism
with a user-deﬁned parameter for Q10 (Segel, 1993).
OnGuard2 uses the same iterative computational strategy that
was applied successfully in our original implementation of the
OnGuard platform (Chen et al., 2012; Hills et al., 2012; Blatt et al.,
2014)and, in thepast, inotherphysiologicalsystems(Lewetal.,1979;
Lew and Bookchin, 1986; Mauritz et al., 2009). In operation, On-
Guard2 calculates and logs the dynamic adjustments of ion ﬂux,
compartmental composition, and membrane voltage using the sets
of constants, nonlinear differential equations, and parameters con-
tained within the model, while obeying the fundamental physical
constraints of mass and charge conservation. Running a simulation
begins with a user-deﬁned protocol representing the experiment or
physiological effect under investigation from which the platform in-
crementsoversmall timeintervals, typically1to10ms.Witheachtime
increment, OnGuard2 calculates the ﬂux through each process and
then uses the sums of each of the ionic and metabolic ﬂuxes to
determine the new values of membrane voltage and the contents of
each compartment. It also calculates the diffusion of water vapor
through the stomatal poreand thepartial pressureofwater vapor atp
and, from these variables and the cell wall solute content, the water
potential of the cell wall in equilibriumwith thewater vapor within the
substomatal cavity. OnGuard2 uses these outputs and the total
solute content of the guard cell at the end of each time interval to
calculate the new total and compartmental cell volumes and ion
concentrations, the guard cell turgor, and stomatal aperture.
Outputs of the ion concentrations of each compartment, plasma
membrane, and tonoplast voltages, as well as stomatal aperture, gs,
and related variables are available in real time onscreen. The user is
able to log theseoutputs,alongwith theﬂuxthrougheach transporter
andmetabolic reaction, in comma-delimited format that can be read
by spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel and SigmaPlot.
Finally, the user has access to real-time displays of the current-
voltage relations for each of the charge-carrying transporters at the
plasma membrane and tonoplast, as well as the total membrane
current, all of which are also available for download.
In implementingOnGuard2,webridgethegapfromtheguardcell to
whole-plant evapotranspiration with three critical developments en-
capsulated inmathematical formulations (1) that couple the guard cell
totranspiration, (2) thataccountforwaterdeliverytotheleaf,and(3)that
address water ﬂux across the guard cell plasma membrane. The
reasoningbehindeachdevelopmentand theassociatedassumptions
are set out in the main text. Here, we summarize the mathematical
formulationsthatare incorporatedwithinthenewOnGuard2librariesof
constants, nonlinear differential equations, and parameters. A com-
plete listofabbreviations for thevariousparametersandconstantscan
be found in Appendix Table 1.
Connecting the Vapor Phase with Guard Cell Water
We deﬁne stomatal dynamics initially by the gain and loss of os-
motically active solutes andwaterwithin theguard cell via transport
across the plasma membrane and tonoplast, and by the synthesis
and breakdown of Suc and Mal; solute content is then related
through experimentally deﬁned equations to guard cell volume,
turgor, and stomatal aperture (Hills et al., 2012). The tonoplast
cannot sustain hydrostatic pressure differences, and its perme-
ability to water is high (Hill and Findlay, 1981; Willmer and Fricker,
1996; Maurel, 1997; Nobel, 2012; Chaumont and Tyerman, 2014;
Maurel et al., 2015), so we assume that the osmotic pressure
difference between the vacuole and cytoplasm is always zero.
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In the original OnGuard platform, the turgor pressure at each
instant in timewas assumed to arise from the osmotic pressure of
the guard cell so that
P ¼ RTðQT=VT2CisoÞ ðA1Þ
where VT is the volume of the guard cell with the osmotic load QT
under the prevailing pressure constraints of the cell wall and the
surrounding epidermal or subsidiary cells, and R and T have their
usual meanings (Appendix Table 1). In this formulation, Ciso de-
ﬁned the sum of the concentrations of all osmotically active
solutes in the extracellular space, the apoplast, and the water
potential of the apoplast and was assumed to be determined
entirely by these solutes. Solving for VT,
VT ¼ QT=ðP=RTþ CisoÞ: ðA2Þ
Evaporation from the leaf commonly has been envisaged to be
driven by the water vapor gradient between the liquid-water in-
terfacewithin the leafand theairoutside,Dw=wsat2wair,wherewsat
andwair are thepartial vaporpressuresofwater at saturationand in
the air, respectively. Peak and Mott (2011) deﬁne a point p within
the pathway for water vapor diffusion close to the guard cells
between the evaporative surface and the air, thereby dividing Dw
into two steps: The ﬁrst step occurs between the evaporative
surfaceandpwithgradientDwi (=wsat2wp), and thesecondoccurs
across thestomatal porewithgradientDws (=wp2wair),wherewp is
the partial vapor pressure of water at p (Figure 1).
To incorporate the vapor phase at point pwithin OnGuard2, we
assume thermal equilibrium with the liquid phase water of the
guard cell so that the water vapor content at point p is
RT=vL$ln

wp

wsat
 ¼ P2 cRT: ðA3Þ
Equation A3 is identical to Equation 4 of Peak and Mott (2011),
where vL is themolar volumeof liquidwater (;0.018L/mol) andc is
the concentration of osmotically active solute in the guard cell.
Note that Peak and Mott (2011) deﬁne c without consideration of
solute compartmentation or osmotically active solute in the
apoplast. Now, we assign ci to the solute within the guard cell
(= QT/VT) and deﬁne the osmotically active solute in the apoplast
as Coiso so that osmotically active solute content effective in the
guard cell c = ci – C
o
iso. Substituting for c in Equation A3 and
rearranging then yields
ci ¼ QT=VT ¼ P=RTþ 1=vL$ln

wsat

wp
þ Coiso ðA4Þ
and solving for VT gives
VT ¼ QT

P=RTþ 1=vL$ln

wsat

wp
þ Coiso

: ðA5Þ
Comparing Equations A2 and A5, it is clear that Ciso may be re-
deﬁned in Equation A2 as
Ciso ¼ Coiso þ 1=vL$ln

wsat

wp
 ðA6Þ
where Coiso deﬁnes the value of Ciso when wp = wsat, that is, when
1/vL$ln(wsat/wp) = 0. In other words, C
o
iso deﬁnes the osmotic
potential of solute in the apoplast and 1/vL$ln(wsat/wp) deﬁnes the
osmoticpotentialarisingfromwatervaporequilibration.EquationsA2
and A6 thus yield the new relation of Equation 1a,b between cellular
solute content, volume, and turgor and incorporate the contributions
of apoplastic solute and of water potential in exchange with wp.
Water Flux across the Guard Cell Plasma Membrane
In implementing Equation A2 in OnGuard, we assumed that water
permeability across the guard cell plasma membrane normally
does not limit VT and that osmotic and turgor pressures balance
within each iteration cycle. Water ﬂux was therefore deﬁned by
Fw ¼ DVT=Dt ðA7Þ
where DVT is the change in guard cell volume calculated over the
time interval Dt. There are situations, however, in which water ﬂux
is restricted, such as may be associated with a reduced osmotic
permeability through the regulation of plasma membrane aqua-
porins (Yanget al., 2006b;Chaumont andTyerman, 2014;Grondin
et al., 2015; Maurel et al., 2015). In these situations, the change in
volume with each time interval will be proportional to the driving
force generated during the interval. It can be shown that
FrwDt ¼ DVrT ¼ DVT

1-e-fDt
 ðA8Þ
whereFrw is the restrictedwaterﬂux,DV
r
T is theconsequentchange
in volumeover the intervalDt, and f is a non-negative, pseudo-rate
constant with units of s21. Equation A8 deﬁnes a ﬁrst-order
process and is consistent with trans-plasma membrane water
ﬂux that commonly approximates a simple exponential relaxation
(Murai-Hatano and Kuwagata, 2007; Chaumont and Tyerman,
2014; Maurel et al., 2015).
To restrict water ﬂux in OnGuard2, we interleave this relaxation
with each iteration using DVrT to calculate a new value of V
n
T for
iteration n so that
VnT ¼ Vn-1T þ DVrT: ðA9Þ
Thus, f adjusts the change in total volume calculated from the
volume of Equation A5 to moderate the water ﬂux and the cor-
responding volume change relative to VT in each iteration. We use
this new value, VnT, to calculate the variables for cytosolic and
vacuolar volumes, solute concentrations, and turgor pressure.
Finally, we implement ligand sensitivity to f as previously de-
scribed for ion transport (Hills et al., 2012) so that f is scaled with
one or more sets of Hill parameters assigned by the user to
represent the dependence of Frw on ligands affecting plasma
membrane water ﬂux.
Implicit to VnT in Equation A9 is a residual osmotic potential
across the plasma membrane. This residual adds to the osmotic
potential generated by solute ﬂux for balance in the next time
interval. Thus, its iterative generation and carry-over accom-
modates an independent but slower relaxation in water ﬂux.
Clearly,when f is large,DVrT =DVTandV
n
T doesnot deviate from the
value obtained with Equation A5. However, in practice, even very
small values of f, which lead DVrT to depart appreciably from the
balancedDVT, do not have a substantial effect on the total volume
in each increment because the iteration intervals are extremely
short and therefore VT>>DVT. An analysis of total volumes cal-
culated with Equations A5 and A9 shows that, in a single, 10-ms
interval withDVrT = 0.0001$DVT, V
n
T deviates <2% from the value of
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Appendix Table 1. OnGuard2 Parameter and Constant Deﬁnitions
Abbreviation Deﬁnition
AS Stomatal pore area
AW Evaporative surface area scalar (=RWF)
c Cellular solute concentration as deﬁned by Peak and Mott
ci Total intracellular guard cell solute concentration (=QT/VT)
Ciso Total osmotic equivalence of the guard cell apoplast
Coiso Osmotically active solute of the guard cell apoplast
DS Stomatal density of the leaf
DW Diffusion coefﬁcient for water vapor in air at temperature T
de Depth of mesophyll cell layer
dS Stomatal pore depth
d Voltage sensitivity coefﬁcient
E Transpiration from the whole leaf
ES Transpiration through a single stoma
EX Evaporation from the xylem within the unit leaf volume
EK Equilibrium voltage for K
+
F Faraday’s constant
f Impedance coefﬁcient for water ﬂux
Fw Plasma membrane water ﬂux
Frw Restricted plasma membrane water ﬂux
g Channel ensemble conductance at the prevailing voltage
gmax Maximum channel ensemble conductance
gs Stomatal conductance (=E/DwS)
Hvap Molar enthalpy of evaporation of water
I Electrical current
JW Water ﬂux per unit area through the stomatal pore
K Mass transfer coefﬁcient incorporating enthalpy of evaporation
p Hypothetical site equilibrating water vapor with water in the guard cell wall
P Turgor pressure
Pf Water permeability
QT Total osmotic content
R Ideal gas constant
T Temperature (°K) = (Tleaf + 273)
Tleaf Leaf temperature (°C)
Tair Air temperature (°C)
Dt Iteration time interval
V Voltage
V1/2 Voltage at which g = 0.5$gmax
VF Air volume fraction of the leaf
vL Molar volume of liquid water
VS Leaf volume per stoma
VT Guard cell volume
VnT Restricted guard cell volume at time increment n
DVrT Restricted guard cell volume change
wleaf Partial vapor pressure of water inside the leaf
wp Partial vapor pressure of water at p
wsat Vapor pressure of water at saturation
Dw Vapor pressure difference between leaf and air (=wleaf-wair)
Dwi Vapor pressure difference in the leaf (=wp-wsat)
DwS Vapor pressure difference across the stomatal pore (=wair-wp)
Ww Osmotic gradient for water ﬂux across the plasma membrane
z Scaling factor relating gs and As (=DwDs/ds)
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VT. Averaged over a 24-h diurnal cycle with each of the OnGuard2
models described here, the analysis shows that VnT never deviates
bymore than0.00005%of themeanVT.Thus, theadjustedvolume
increment DVrT yields values for V
n
T that are a good approximation
to Equation A5.
Scaling and Delivering Water to the Leaf and Water Vapor
to p
To scale models from the single stoma to the whole leaf and to
determinewpandgs,weassigneachstomaanequal fractionof the
underlying total intercellular air space within the leaf for gas ex-
change. The intercellular volume, VS, assigned to each stoma
VS ¼ deVF=DS ðA10Þ
where the values de and VF are, respectively, the depth of the
mesophyll cell layer and the volume fraction that is air spacewithin
the leaf, and DS is the stomatal density over the leaf surface. VS is
used to scale the quantity of water transpired by the whole leaf.
Diffusion through the stomatal pore is deﬁned by Fick’s Law such
that
JW ¼ DwS$DW=dS and DwS ¼ wp-wair ðA11a;bÞ
whereJW is theﬂuxperunit area through thepore,dS is thedepthof
the stomatal pore, and DW is the diffusion coefﬁcient for water
vapor in air. The micro-macro link is achieved by scaling this ﬂux
per stoma to the whole leaf surface
ES ¼ JW$AS; and E ¼ ES$DS ðA12a;bÞ
whereES is the transpiration through thesingle stomaandAS is the
area of the stomatal pore. As noted previously, gs is commonly
derived from E and Dw assuming DwDwSDwsat. We now cal-
culate gs explicitly in relation to diffusion through the stomatal
pore. Thus, from Equations A11a,b and A12a,b
gs ¼ E=DwS ¼ z$AS; and z ¼ DwDs=ds: ðA13a;bÞ
OnGuard2 also provides gs calculated in the conventional manner
using Dw (=wsat – wair).
Finally, to complete themicro-macro link andEquationsA5and
A6, we sought a mechanistic resolution of wp. Evaporation within
the leaf is a complex function of leaf temperature, Tleaf, water
delivery through the xylem and transfer across the xylem pa-
renchymal cells (Sack and Holbrook, 2006; Rockwell et al., 2014).
To a ﬁrst approximation, water delivery replaces the water
transferred to the vapor phase andwater lost via diffusion through
the stomatal pore. Water transfer to the vapor phase from the
xylem, EX, may be represented by the relation
EX ¼ K$Tleaf$Dwi ¼ K$Tleaf

wsat-wp
 ðA14Þ
where K is a mass transfer coefﬁcient that incorporates the molar
enthalpy of evaporation. In the past, it has commonly been as-
sumed that wpwsat that is Dwi 0. We calculate wp, noting that
the rate at which water vapor diffuses out through the stomatal
pore generally must be balanced by the rate of evaporation from
the internal leaf surfaces. The internal evaporative surface is
recognized to be much greater than the area of the xylem (Sack
andHolbrook, 2006;Rockwell et al., 2014). Addingascaling factor
for theevaporative surfaceareaAWgives the total evaporation rate
E ¼ EX$AW; ðA15Þ
and working back through Equations A11 to A15 yields
wp ¼ ðAw=AS þ z$wair=K$TleafÞ=ðAw=AS þ z=K$TleafÞ ðA16Þ
which can be sought numerically with each value of AS. AW is
thought to vary substantially with hydraulic conductance through
the xylem (Rockwell et al., 2014). This scalar therefore becomes
a user-deﬁned parameter, the RWF, that encapsulates water
delivery to, and its conductance within, the leaf and, hence, any
water stress arising through its restriction. In effect, for Aw>>AS,
wp  wsat and for Aw<<AS, wp  wair.
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